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Abstract: Nowadays, data intensive applications such as HEP (High Energy Physics), Genetics, 
Nuclear Physics and … are common. These applications generate a huge amount of data. The size of 
data in such applications is TB or PB and these data must be shared among researchers all around the 
world. Data grid can help to manage this amount of data. Data grid provides services for the sharing 
and managing of large data files around the world. One of the major data grid goals is to reduce job 
response time. To achieve this objective, the main challenge is network bandwidth. One common 
method to tackle network traffic is to replicate files at different sites and then, to schedule the jobs to 
the sites which are close to the files required for the job execution. In order to replicate files, it is 
required that best replica be selected to reduce access latency. On the other hand, because of network 
traffic dynamism, computing the accurate file transfer time is time-consuming or even impossible; 
hence other methods such as prediction can be used to estimate the file transfer time. In this paper, a 
cosine similarity predictor function is proposed that uses the path similarity between the previous and 
current file transfer paths. Based on this predictor function, new replication and scheduling algorithms 
are proposed. Experimental results obtain by Optorsim show that the proposed replication and 
scheduling algorithms outperform multi-regression and neural network methods as the number of jobs 
increases. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
Data grid is a type of grid, used in the data-intensive applications where the size of data files reaches TB or 
sometimes PB. High Energy Physics (HEP), Genetics and Earth Observation are such examples. In such 
applications, managing and storing this huge data is very difficult or even impossible. Data grid tries to 
distribute data files in several sites. Therefore, most applications have the choice to retrieve data files, from 
various sites. 
 The main factors influencing the performance of data grid are the latency of the network (especially in 
WAN environments) and the bandwidth between the sites. 
 Prior to execution, a data grid job commonly requests many files that may be available at various sites. In 
order to facilitate file transfers in data grid environment, the names of the files as well as the corresponding sites 
that save these files are kept in a replica catalog. Here, there are three questions to be addressed:  
1. The first question arises as to how the best site should be selected to obtain replicas? Since the requested 

files may be available at various sites, the best site is the one with the minimum file transfer time. For each 
path from the available sites (sources) to the current node (destination), the accurate file transfer time 
should be computed. In order to compute the accurate file transfer time for each path, it is required that the 
network bandwidth of all nodes participating from the sources to the destination be obtained. This is a time-
consuming or even impossible task, leading to the use of the estimated time. In our approach, each site 
records its recent file transfer times and paths (last k minutes, k = 10, 20, 30 ...) in the log and uses this log 
to estimate the file transfer time. 

2. The second question has to do with what file deletion strategy should be applied. When there is lack of 
storage in a site for replica files, numerous methods are available for file deletion, namely LRU, LFU and 
the like. 

3. The third question is to do with how the e appropriate site should be selected to execute the jobs? To 
schedule jobs, static attributes (the type of operating system, LAN and WAN network bandwidth, processor 
speed, and storage capacity and secondary memory) and dynamic attributes (processor utilization, physical 
memory utilization, free secondary memory size, current usage price, and network bandwidth utilization) 
must be considered. Then the appropriate site must be selected based on the requestor criteria. 

 
 The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the related work. Section 3 provides the 
motivation as well as the proposed replication and deletion algorithms. Experimental results are given in Section 
4, and finally, Section 5 concerns the paper conclusion. 
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Related Work: 
 In (A Novel Job Scheduling Algorithm for Improving Data Grid's Performance) we proposed a novel 
scheduling algorithm and replication strategy. In this algorithm, the decision as to where to execute a job is 
made by considering the job requirements, length of job queue, and the current grid status. 
 In (K. Sashi, A.S. Thanamani, 2011) a Modified BHR Algorithm is proposed. This Algorithm replicates the 
region files in to the region header and stories them in the site where the file has frequently been accessed.  
 Mohamed et al., (2004) have proposed Close-to-Files (CF) algorithm that schedules a job to least loaded 
processors close to a site where data are present. Assuming that a job only needs a single file as input data, CF 
algorithm uses an exhaustive search across all combinations of computing sites and data sites to find a 
combination with the minimum cost, including computation and transmission delay. Data replication is also 
used to improve performance. They claim simulation results show that CF can achieve good performance when 
compared to Worst-Fit job placement algorithm, which places jobs on the execution sites with the largest 
number of idle processors. 
 Chakrabarti et al., (2004) have proposed Integrated Replication and Scheduling Strategy (IRS) that 
decouples jobs scheduling from data scheduling. At the end of periodic intervals the popularity of files is 
calculated and then used by the data scheduler to replicate data for the next set of jobs, which may or may not 
share the same data requirements as the previous set. 
 Dang et al., (2007) in their proposed algorithm organize the data in to several data categories. Then, this 
category is used for improving data replication placement strategy. For replicating a file they maintain data 
accesses locally and globally and compute average number of access. For each file, if it is accessed more than 
the average access, it will be replicated. 
 We (R. Sepahvand et al., 2008) have proposed a replication and scheduling algorithm for a 3-level 
hierarchical structure. For replication a list of candidate sites that hold the file is proposed, and then a site with 
the highest bandwidth to the requested node is selected. Should the available space in SE (Storage Element) be 
greater or equal to the requested file size, the file will be replicated.  
 Past data transfer time of files in each site that hold replicas can provide a reasonable approximation of the 
end-to-end transfer throughput. 
 Deelman et al., (2002) have proposed a replication algorithm that uses a cost model to predict whether 
replicas are worth creating. It is found to be more effective in reducing average job time than the basic case 
where there is no replication. The test bed for their simulation is a combination of ring and fat-tree structure 
where leaf nodes are CE (computing elements) and other nodes are SE (storage elemnts). 
 Li et al., (2007) have proposed a new replica selection algorithm that uses markov chain to achieve state 
transition probability matrix to predict the reliability of replicas in the form of probability by the system state 
classification and Analyzing the factors affecting replica selection. The grey system theory is utilized to help 
predicting the data response time on the basis the GM (1,1) grey dynamic model; They showed that replica 
selection model, the prediction is valid, helpful to selection decision, and is able to achieve load balance 
between nodes holding replicas. 
 Vazkhudai and Schopf (2001;2002;2003) have proposed multivariate regression techniques that uses past 
data transfer time for better predictions. By using data from data streams of network, file size, and past grid 
transfer information, they achieve a better accuracy in file transfer throughput prediction.  
 Rahman et al., (2008) have proposed an algorithm that uses file history and two predictor functions namely 
multi regression and neural network. To select the best replica they use k-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) rule. The 
KNN rule uses past file transfer logs. They showed neural network (with back propagation, to train the 
network,) predictive technique outperforms multi regression model. 
 Kim et al., (2008) have presented a decentralized, resource selection techniques based on accessibility. 
Their techniques rely on local, historic observations. They claim the estimation techniques are sufficiently 
accurate to provide a meaningful rank order of nodes based on their accessibility. 
 All the predicting file transfer time algorithms in the literature require pervious transfer time from source to 
destination (i.e. exact match); otherwise they are unable to predict file transfer time especially if suddenly a link 
fails due to dynamic nature of grid. 
 When in file transfer history, exact match for replica is not available, or exact match is availabe but some 
links have failed, then partial match is a good prediction method that is explained in the next section. 
 
Motivation and Proposed Algorithms: 
 As explained in previous section, use of partial match is an appropriate method for predecting file transfer 
time. More log data can lead to a better prediction based on current network traffic. It is shown in the next 
section that the last k minutes log for k=30 is the best case. 
 Since ftp (a connected oriented) protocol is used for file transfer, in this paper file transfer path is modeled 
as a vector, where each element of this vector represent a node in the grid. for determining similarity between 
two vectors, cosine similarity method is used that is explained next.  
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Cosine Similarity: 
 One way to measure similarity between two vectors with n dimensions is to compute their cosine angle i.e. 
cosine similarity. Formula 1, shows how to compute cosine similarity CS (A, B) of two vectors A (x1, x2, …., 
xn) and B (y1, y2, …, yn), and it is depicted in figure. 
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Fig. 1: Cosine similarity between two vectors. 
 
 The resulting similarity ranges from -1 to 1, where -1 means exactly opposite and 1 means exactly the same. 
In-between values indicate intermediate dissimilarity or similarity.  
 
Proposed File Transfer Time Predictor: 
 When different sites hold replicas of a particular file, the access latency can be minimized by selecting the 
best replica. In this paper, a predictive technique is proposed to estimate the file transfer time for different sites 
that hold replicas of a file. The site that has the lowest estimated transfer time is selected to fetch replica.ion III.  
 To measure the similarity of two paths, two factors are considered; the common sub-routes between the 
paths and the bandwidth of each part of the network. 
 Each path is represented as a vector V, whose length is equal to the number of all existing edges in the 
network graph. 

 To compute the cosine similarity for two paths x, y CS ( x , y ),  

 Suppose that network has n edges, each edge has a number between 0…n-1, also the length of each vector 
is n and each edge has an element in vector. 

 The value of each edge jie ,  (edge from node i to node j) in vector V, i.e. ][ , jieV  is equal to inverse of 

bandwidth from site is
to site js

 or 0 if the related edge does not exist in the path.  
 The inverse value is used because file transfer time is more sensitive to low bandwidth. In other words, the 
presence of a common low-bandwidth edge in two paths leads to a higher similarity between their transfer 
times. (the buildvector function in predictor pseudo code works like this.) 

 When site is
 transfer a file from site js

, path and time of this transfer is saved in the local catalog of 

site is
.  

 The following pseudo code is used to compute predictor function for site is
. 

 Each site Si keeps an LPT array, where LPT[j] is the predicted transfer time from Sj to Si that calculated by 
weighting average time of three path in Si‘s catalog that have maximum similarity with current path. The weight 
of each path that is used for weighting is its similarity with current path. maxi is ith maximum CS (v,vi) for all 
vi in recent (last k minutes) local catalog of site Si. 
 
Predictor () { 
 // compute estimated transfer time from  

 // all sites to site is
 

 foreach site js
 (j ≠ i) { 

 vector V = buildvector ( is
, js

) 
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LPT[j] = average ( 1max , 2max , 3max
) 

//maxi is ith maximum CS (v,vi) for all vi in recent // (last k minutes) local catalog of site Si. 
 
 } 
} // end Predictor  
 
 This method can be used as general traffic parameters estimator such as round trip time (RTT) in network. 
 
The Proposed Algorithms: 
 In this section a dynamic method for deleting and replication file and job scheduling are proposed. For each 

site is , let: 

 LPT[j] is the time to transfer a file with constant size (ConstSize) from site sj to site si. for computing 
LPT[j] we use path transfer time exist in catalog and cosine similarity method. The detail has been show in 
predictor function code in section B. 
 TFi,j is the time to transfer a file from site si to site sj, TFi,j can be computed as follow: 
 

TFi,j = 
LPT[ j]*Filesize

ConstSize
 

 
Proposed File Deletion Algorithm: 
  The best case in data grid is when local storage has infinite space for replicating all files. But this not 
always possible, therefore deleting file is a must. Different algorithms have been proposed for deleting files, like 
LRU and LFU. 
 A file that has replica in other sites with less predicted transfer time is more appropriate for deletion. Since 
if later we need such a file, it can be transferred immediately. Also a file that has not been used recently 
probably will not be used in near feature too. So such a file is more appropriate for deletion. In other words, the 
proposed algorithm deletes a file that has a near replica and has not been used recently. For each file i in a site, a 
delete factor (dfi) is computed as follow: 
 

dfi = k1×rui+
imtf

k2  

Where: 
 k1 and k2 are the weights for each factor, which represent their importance. (k1+k2 = 1)  
 rui is recently used file access time 
 mtfi is minimum predicted transfer time for file i from other sites 
 and stored in a dft (delete factor) table. 
 A file with highest dfi will be selected for deletion. 
 
Proposed Job Scheduling Algorithm: 
 For scheduling two important parameters should be considered: estimated file transfer time and queue 
length. Data grid jobs have high file transfer time so reducing file transfer time will reduce overall completion 
time. Therefore selecting a site with minimum transfer time is a must. 
 Queue length, i.e. the number of jobs that are waiting in queue affects the overall completion time. To select 
a proper site, a parallel scheduling algorithm is proposed as follow. 

 is  has minimum estimated file transferring time for a job but has a high queue length and another site js is 

idle with more estimated files transferring time for this job, in this case we should estimate transferring time for 
remaining files (files needed for jobs that are in Queue and haven’t transfer yet) and declare this time plus 
estimated transferring time for new job to scheduler. Since in data grid, transferring time is more than 
computing time and this little time is overlapped with transferring time, we ignore computing time. 
 The following pseudo code is used to scheduling algorithm: 
 
Master: 
// Master broadcasts job to all CE's: 

 BCAST ( iS
JK) 

// receive from each CE (Slave), sum of files transfer //time estimated with predictor function  
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 Receive ( iS
, iT

) 
// Find appropriate site for execution the job i.e. the //site that has least time 

Site Sj = Site with min 
)( iT

 
// Send message to site Sj for executing the job  
Send (Sj , Run) 
Salve: 
// Receive a job name from master 
 Receive (Master, JK) 

//Get logical file names mF
… nF

 From job //description 

// Now compute iT
 = estimated sum of transfer time //of files mF

… nF
 to current site and the file transfe //time 

for jobs in the queue with predictor function //that use cosine similarity and with: 
 

iT
= 



n

mf
jiTF )min( ,

 
//TFij=Time to transfer Logical file f from site j to site i 

Send (Master, iT
) 

 
 The execution of a master and slave sites for the cosine similarity prediction are illustrated in figure.2 and 
figure.3.  
 

 
Fig. 2: Execution flow of master. 
 

 
Fig. 3: Execution flow of slave. 
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Proposed Replication Algorithm: 

 Assume job P has been assigned to site is  for execution and requires K input files. If the minimum transfer 

time is below a certain time-threshold, the file will be accessed remotely (S.M. Park et al., 2003).  
 
// pseudo replication algorithm 
For file f = 1 to K do { 
 Min =  

 If file f is not available in site is { 

 For each site js  that has a copy of file f { 

 If ( jiTF ,  < Min) { 

 Min = jiTF ,  

 S = j 
 } 
 } // end for each 
 if (Min < time-threshold) then 
 Accesses file f remotely from site S 
 Else 

 If (enough space exist in site is ) then 

  Replicate file f from site S 
 Else { 
 Apply delete algorithm; 
  Replicate file f from site S 
 } // end else 
 } // end if 
 } // end if 
 } // end for 
 
 Each of the proposed algorithms is dynamic. Dynamic means in every k minutes intervals the estimated file 
transfer time for a constant file size (ConstSize) will be updated in LPT (Local Predicted Table). 
 

  
Fig. 4: Replication flow. 
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Experimental Results: 
 To evaluate the proposed algorithms, Optorsim (Optorsim- A Replica Optimiser Simulation; D.G. Cameron 
et al.,; W.H. Bell et al., 2003) is used as the simulation tool and the EU data grid as network, which are 
explained next.  
 
Optorsim: 
 The components of Optorsim are as follow and also depicted in Figure 5. 
 
Resource Scheduler: 
 It receives jobs from user and sends them to the best node according to proposed algorithm. 
 
Storage Element (SE): 
 Storage resource in grid. 
 
Computing Element (CE): 
 Computing resource in grid. 
 
Replica Manager: 
 It controls data transferring in each node and provide a mechanism for accessing the Data Catalog.  
 
Replica Optimizer: 
 It has replica algorithm and control file replication according to proposed algorithm. 
 Based on the scheduling algorithm the broker sends jobs to a node. Each job needs a list of files to run. 
Reducing file access time is the final objective of optimization algorithms. 
 
EU Data Grid: 
 EU Data Grid Network (The DataGrid Project) (See Figure 6) consists of a number of sites. Each site has 
zero or more SE (Storage Element) and zero or more CE (Computing Element). CE's provide computational 
resource and SE's provide storage elements. Brokers will assign jobs to sites that have CE's. A job usually 
requires a set of files which some may be available on the assigned CE. So those files that are not available 
should be located by replica manager first and then decide to access them remotely or replicate them on the 
assigned CE. 
 

 
Fig. 5: Simulator architecture (S.M. Park et al., 2003). 
 

 
Fig. 6: The EU Data Grid and their associated network (R.M. Rahmana et al., 2008). 
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 Site 0 in Figure 6, is the CERN (European Organization for Nuclear Research) location and contains 
original copy of some data sample files that cannot be deleted. Since all files are available in Site 0, so any job 
assigned to this site does not need any file transfer. Therefore in our simulation we only consider all CE sites 
except site 0. 
 In Figure 6 sites without CE are shown as star and have the following properties: 
 Have high storage capacity. 
 Do not provide any computing power to outside. 
 Act as intermediate nodes to replicate files for faster access.  
 Do not generate any workload. 
 
 The bandwidth between sites is expressed in M and G (Mbits/Sec or Gbits/Sec respectively).  
 
 The input for simulation is in three configuration files. File one contains network graph (nodes and edges), 
for each node, number and size of each SE, number of CE's, and for each edge its bandwidth. 
 File two contains a file table (filename, size and index), job table (job name and required files), CE 
schedule table (CE id and the jobs that can execute on that CE) and job selection probability. 
 File three contains simulation parameters such as: number of jobs to be run, scheduling and optimization 
algorithm, file access pattern, … 
 In this simulation we used the same configurations that is used in (R.M. Rahmana et al., 2008) and is 
common in Optorsim, i.e. six types of jobs with no overlapping between the set of files each job accesses. Each 
file is assumed to be 1 GB. To record file transfer time and path, we modified Optorsim code. 
 A job will typically request a set of logical filename (s) for data access. The order in which the files are 
requested is determined by the access pattern. 
 In this simulation, we experiment with five access patterns that are shown in Figure 7: 
 Sequential: files are accessed in the order that has been stated in the job configuration file. 
 Random: files are accessed using flat random distribution. 
 Unitary random: file requests are one element away from previous file requests but the direction will be 
random. 
 
 Gaussian random walk: files are accessed using a Gaussian distribution. 
 Zipf distribution: most of the requests in the web follow Zipf distribution. 
 

 
 

 
Fig. 7: Various file access patterns (S.M. Park et al., 2003). 
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Simulation Results: 
 To evaluate the predictor function, the best way is comparing the time that the function has estimated for 
the file transfer (before transferring the file) with actual file transfer time (after transferring the file).  
 To evaluate the prediction method, the following steps were used: 
1. Modifying the Optorsim code, for the recording of path and transfer time between different sites. 
2. Classifying the result of step 1 based on the destination site. 
3. Developing a software for the implementing of our cosine similarity prediction method. 
4. Selecting 10% of each data site predicting the transfer time of these data with 90% of the remaining data, 

and repeating this for the remaining data. 
5. comparing the predicted time with the actual time. 
 
 In our simulation, for the steps 4 and 5 we used various time intervals from 15 to 60 minutes and noticed 
that the decreasing of the interval time will lead to insufficient information about the path for prediction and the 
increasing of the interval time will lead to the bad estimation of the current network traffic. In particular results 
for 30 minutes time the interval was the best. In the predictor function constant file size of 10 GB was used to 
compute the transfer time.  
 In deleting files, we use the combination of predicting and LRU. LRU is used for estimating future use and 
predicting is used for deleting files that have replica in near site. This two factors cause to reduce total 
completion time. 
 Fig. 6 depicts the % or correct predictions by the cosine similarity for different access patterns. Here 
The % of correct predictions is calculated by the prediction time divided by the actual time. 
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Fig. 8: %of correct prediction for different access pattern. 
 
 Figure 8 compares the three prediction methods i.e. multi-variant regression, neural network and cosine 
similarity. It is clear that cosine similarity outperforms the other two methods.  
 If the available storage for replication is not enough, our proposed algorithm will only replicate those files 
that are not available in near sites (with transfer time more than threshold) and delete files that have less 
predicted transfer time, so it will not delete those files that have a high cost of transfer. Therefore this method 
has better performance comparing to LRU. But if the available storage for replication is enough, or there is a 
high bandwidth between source and destination, both algorithms have the same performance.  
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Fig. 9: Comparison cosine similarity method with regression and Neural Network methods. 
 

Method Scheduling Replication 
QL (Red) Queue length LRU 
QR (Blue) Queue length Proposed replication 
SR (Green) Proposed scheduling Proposed replication 

Fig. 10: Compares following combinations for scheduling and replication. 

 
 In QL and QR methods, even though same scheduling is used, QR has a better performance over 20% due 
to proposed replication algorithm. 
 In QR and SR methods, even though same replication is used, SR has a better performance over 20% due to 
proposed scheduling algorithm. 
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 When the number of job increases the performance of our method also increases comparing with other 
method. In grid environment a lot of job should be run. 
 

 
Fig. 10: Mean run time. 
 
Conclusion: 
 In this paper, a new predictor function is proposed to estimate the file transfer time, which uses the path 
similarity between the previous and current file transfer paths. Based on this predictor function, three algorithms 
are proposed for replication, deletion and job scheduling.  
 We analyzed the performance of the cosine similarity replication method as well as the regression and 
neural network model for five file access patterns. 
 Experimental results with Optorsim showed that our replica algorithm outperforms the multi-regression and 
neural network methods. Also, the deletion algorithm has a better performance as compared to the traditional 
LRU deletion method as the number of jobs increases. 
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